Evaluation of heterophilic antibody blocking agents in reducing false positive interference in immunoassays for IL-17AA, IL-17FF, and IL-17AF.
IL-17AA, IL-17FF, and IL-17AF are proinflammatory cytokines that have been implicated in the pathogenesis of autoimmune diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis (RA). In order to measure the levels of these cytokines in synovial fluid and serum samples from RA patients, immunoassays specific for IL-17AA, FF, and AF were developed. Although these assays could tolerate up to 50% pooled normal human serum, false positive reactivity was problematic in patient samples suggesting interference from heterophilic antibodies. We therefore evaluated the ability of several commercially available heterophilic antibody blocking agents to reduce false positive reactivity by testing them against samples that were confirmed as false positives in the IL-17AA, FF, and AF assays. Several of the blockers performed well, including HBR-1, HBR-9, HBR-11, HBR-Plus, Serum Cytokine Assay Diluent, and IIR. We chose to move forward using IIR blocker for sample analysis and verified that IIR had no effect on the assay standard curves and did not affect IL-17 quantitation in plasma from ex vivo stimulated human whole blood. IL-17FF and IL-17AF were below the limits of quantitation of the assays (12.3 and 10.5pg/ml, respectively) in synovial fluid and serum samples from patients with RA and osteoarthritis (OA). For the more sensitive IL-17AA assay (1.6pg/ml limit of quantitation), low levels of IL-17AA were measurable in 48% of RA synovial fluid samples (mean, 7.9pg/ml; median, <1.6pg/ml; range, <1.6-29.7pg/ml; n=23) but not in synovial fluid from patients with OA (n=33). For serum samples, however, IL-17AA was below the limit of detection for both RA and OA patients. When these same serum samples were analyzed in the absence of a heterophilic antibody blocker, false positive reactivity yielded apparent mean IL-17AA levels of 43.3pg/ml (28% positive; n=50) and 14.8pg/ml (12% positive; n=50) for RA and OA patients, respectively, results that could potentially be interpreted as consistent with disease biology. These studies demonstrate the importance of ensuring that HAb interference is well controlled, particularly when measuring low concentrations of cytokines in samples from patients with autoimmune disease.